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Abstract

This report introduce the evolution of programming languages from1

switches and machine learning to high-level programming languages.2

Large corporations often have software solutions teams to develop3

the production code and these teams are usually separated based on4

development projects using languages such as Python, Java, and .NET.5

This report investigates several of these programming languages and6

discover their origins in the past.7

1 Introduction8

The development of modern day Artificial Intelligence (AI) is largely based on the9

advancement of computer programming languages. In any computer science major10

courses from any universities, computer programming languages would be the first11

course to teach and sometimes this concept is spanned to multiple different classes12

with their own concentrations. This is where the First Programming Language (FPL) is13

usually introduced. When introducing FPL, it is also accompanied with the evolution14

of programming languages in different stages. This is because the pool of each field of15

programming languages have been developing based on the needs of different teams’16

across different functions. In the literature, there are many investigations propose dif-17

ferent requirements to survey and evaluate computer programming languages Gupta18

(2004); Parker et al. (2006); McIver (2002) which is not concluded into any protocol19

or authoritative reference. Thus far, there is no definitive knowledge about the survey20

methods for such evaluation. This report starts with the work by Farooq et al. (2014)21

which proposes a granular framework to evaluate the present day object oriented lan-22

guages in terms of the appropriateness each language is evaluated as an FPL and the23

report proposes a summary table to demonstrate a relationship diagram for the discussed24

FPLs.25

2 Timeline26

The introduction of the first programming language for any computer science directory27

is crucial and it is going to guide how the computer scientist think from a fundamental28

perspective. Hence, it is important to survey the First Programming Language (FPL)29

when it comes to study this subject and eventually move further to machine learning and30



Figure 1: Genealogy of Programming Languages. The figure presents the genealogy
of computer programming languages.

deep learning. Many studies have surveyed the First Programming Language (FPL) in31

the literature Siegfried et al. (2012); Pears et al. (2007); Davies et al. (2011).32

The diagram of the evolutionary procedure for computer programming languages is33

summarized in Figure 1. This figure is originally presented in the work by Farooq34

et al. (2014) and it presents a time-series relationship diagram of a variety of different35

computer programming languages. For modern day education of computer programming,36

C#, C, Java, and Scala remain the most recent FPLs. In the old days 1990s, python37

was introduced and it has risen over the frequency of usage than Java and C-based38

languages in the past 20 years due to the advancement of machine learning. In the old39

days such as 1980s or even before, C has been popular FPL and, moreover, there were40

also FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL and so on.41

It is easy to list and mention the most important first programming languages. However,42

it is challenging tasks to survey and evaluate these FPLs. The first reason is that the time43

has been changing since the first ever computer languages: FORTRAN. The tasks and44

the agendas for software engineers have also been changing too. Later on, deep neural45

networks were born and a whole wave of new jobs were developed. New responsibilities46

were assigned because there are not only software engineers but also machine learning47

engineers. The work by Farooq et al. (2014) developed a scoring function that is based on48

the flexibility of customization and ways of developing tuning parameters. Though the49
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second reason sounds more intertwined with machine learning, it is definitely possible50

to use it as an overview for other field of programming needs as well.51

2.1 Discussion of Each Generation of FPL52

Though the evaluation of different FPL is difficult, it is possible to come up with a53

universal measure benchmark for all FPLs. The study by Farooq et al. (2014) proposed54

an evaluation framework. There are two aspects worth our notice: technical features,55

and environmental features.56

The technical features refer to orthogonality, enforceability, security, effort level, and57

typing requirements. The environmental features refer to the demand in the industry58

which commonly consists of contemporary features, readability, coding quality, difficulty59

of transition, and level of easiness for integration.60

2.1.1 FORTRAN61

The first ever designed computer programming language is FORTRAN. It is designed62

for some basic machinery and mathematical operation. In early design of software63

development procedure, FORTRAN is heavily used in matrix operation specifically in64

the field of physics and some basic engineering pipelines.65

The downside, although some may argue otherwise, is that FORTRAN has been changing66

ever since its original birth. This is because FORTRAN remains its popularity across the67

decades since its early development in the 1950s. The early stage of FORTRAN was out68

of date, yet is still being developed as the community moves forward.69

A sample FORTRAN code to count from the integers 3 to 5 is listed below. As an70

example, the code initialize at an integer 3 and it is required to define the parameter. The71

operation is iterated and there is a “DO” command. This is not as elegant as some other72

programming languages developed later, but it does get the job done.73

74
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: Init = 3, Final = 575

INTEGER :: Iteration76

77

DO Iteration = Init, Final78

WRITE(*,*) ’Iteration ’, Iteration79

END DO8081

2.1.2 ALGOL6082

ALGOL60 was developed in the 1960s and it was a big milestone in the early days of83

computer science. The programming language is more elegant and it was the successor84

of ALGOL58 which was initially developed in 1958. Today it is easy to handle data85

frames using C++ or Python, however, for ALGOL60 the earliest data types that can be86

operated was arrays.87

A sample ALGOL60 code can be found below that is doing the exact same task as88

the one provided above for FORTRAN. Comparing with that of FORTRAN, it is quite89

elegant and much more easier to write.90

91
for index := 3 step 1 until 5, index + 1 until 5 do9293
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2.1.3 PASCAL94

Before this report, I have not been very familiar with PASCAL. This report taught me,95

on some high levels, the basics of PASCAL. On top of ALGOL60, PASCAL is designed96

to be efficient and easy to write. The syntax is much more elegant in terms of design and97

it is a procedural programming language. PASCAL was born in early 1970s and it marks98

the end of an era and the beginning of another generation of computer programming99

languages. It is worth to mention that PASCAL is very strict. Though cumbersome, the100

strict design actually prevented some simple mistakes for programmers. In other words,101

the strict protocol in its syntax serves as a secondary pair of eyes watching over the102

validity of the code to ensure quality control. PASCAL has been existing for 50 years103

now and it has its unique role in the entire field of computer science, because, along with104

C, it is one of the earliest object-oriented programming languages.105

The same task for FORTRAN and ALGOL60 to list the integers from 3 to 5 is written in106

PASCAL below. It is apparent that PASCAL takes a bit more work and effort to code.107

However, the “var” defines the variable and the “for” starts the for loop which are similar108

functionalities comparing with C, Java, and Python that we are familiar today.109

110
program forLoop;111

var112

a: integer;113

114

begin115

for a := 3 to 5 do116

117

begin118

writeln(’value of a: ’, a);119

end;120

end.121122

2.1.4 C123

As one of the oldest and the most important programming language, C programming124

language carries certain importance amongst its peers. The most fundamental role C125

programming language is playing, which I also appreciate, is that C is the building126

block for many other computer languages. The backend of R is coded in C/C++ and the127

backend of Python is also supported by C-based languages. C is extremely powerful and128

efficient, much more efficient than many of its predecessors. In addition, C is flexible129

and C can be loaded on different machines without breaking the code or malfunction.130

There are also downside for C as well. The C programming language is compiled and131

ran. The errors will not present themselves until the program finishes running. This132

invites many questions and makes the lives of many software programmers extremely133

difficult especially when they are dealing with large-scale software programs.134

A sample C code is presented below solving the exact same task: listing integers from135

digit 3 to digit 5. The code looks more familiar to Java, Python, and R than it did136

before with FORTRAN, ALGOL60, and PASCAL. The code looks more efficient and137

the syntax is more intuitive towards the logical expression.138

139
// Print numbers from 3 to 5140

#include <stdio.h>141

142

int main() {143
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int i;144

145

for (i = 3; i <= 5; ++i)146

{147

printf("%d ", i);148

}149

return 0;150

}151152

2.1.5 C++153

C++, without any doubt, is the most famous and fundamental programming languages154

every born. It is extremely efficient. Some may say C++ is their go-to computer155

language and it is easily ranked on the top of the list of FPLs. The portability and156

low-level manipulation are two of its strongest suits for C++. In addition, it is object157

oriented and it is extremely easy to manipulate. The concept of C++ (or even C) is158

scalable and can be developed into many other computer programming languages. It is159

the root language for machine learning and statistical languages such as Python and R.160

Though there is very minimal downside to C++, one big drawback is lack of security.161

This is because C++ is extremely programming friendly and very comfortable to read162

which is a big trade-off in computer programming languages.163

A sample code for C++ doing the same task is presented below.164

165
#include <iostream>166

using namespace std;167

168

int main() {169

for (int i = 3; i <= 5; i++) {170

cout << i << "\n";171

}172

return 0;173

}174175

2.1.6 Python176

Python is the most famous machine learning and software engineer language today. It177

holds the highest esteem and allows software engineers and machine learning scientist178

to do anything where at anytime. In the old days, Python has solely been used for179

web-based application development. However, due to the development of machine180

learning, it has quickly risen up and earn its place. It is the most flexible computer181

programming language comparing with all the ones listed before and it is probably the182

most commonly known computer programming language for data science. It also has183

web-based application django to communicate with when the task is to build web-based184

applications. Python has becoming a programming language that you “MUST” learn185

today.186

The same task above is coded using Python and the code is presented below:187

188
for i in [3, 4, 5]:189

print(i)190191

Another way to do the same task is the following192
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193
[i for i in [3, 4, 5]]194195

2.1.7 Java196

If C and C++ sets the milestone in the two decades from 1970 to 1980, then Java (along197

with Python) sets the building block for 1990. Java is extreme famous, and almost as198

famous as Python. From machine learning and data science perspective, Python would199

probably be more popular than Java. However, for other software engineering work Java200

can outperform Python in some scenarios.201

Java is simple to use and it is an object-oriented language, just like Python. Unlike C or202

C++, the structure of Java is secure since Java uses object-oriented programming (OOP)203

concepts. Java is less costly and easy to manage. In addition, it is very simple to tailor204

down a large-scale production into small and manageable level for software engineers205

using Java, a trait that is not easily come by for other programming languages. There are206

plenty of downside for Java. It can be very slow if the time component is loosely written207

in a software program. The graphical user interface (GUI) is less ideal and can be less208

tactic to read off the syntax. It can uses significant amount of memory just like C or C++209

though sometimes scholars may argue Java takes up more space comparing with other210

programming languages.211

The code of the same task is presented below using Java212

213
public class Main {214

public static void main(String[] args) {215

for (int i = 3; i <= 5; i++) {216

System.out.println(i);217

}218

}219

}220221

2.1.8 JavaScript222

JavaScript serves less amount of importance across the entire development of computer223

programming languages. However, for each generation, the survey requires to review224

three languages and this is probably one big reason JavaScript (or JS) made to the list.225

JavaScript is most famous in web design. The language is easy to use and it does not226

invite a lot of questions. The language is interpreted so one big benefit is the speed.227

The interpretation process is less costly than its peers. Its simplicity is what gains its228

popularity.229

One big drawback is the security problem for JavaScript. For example, any user can right230

click a web page and inspect the page source. The browser will output the JavaScript231

component along with HTML code. The source code is directly viewable from the232

client-side and the information is transparent. This may serve well for learning purpose,233

but it renders its content vulnerable. It is also quite difficult to debug in JavaScript as234

well. It is very rare to see JavaScript exists by itself. It is almost always embedded inside235

HTML.236

The task of listing integers between 3 and 5 is coded below using JavaScript.237

238
<html>239

<body>240
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241

<h2>JavaScript For Loop</h2>242

243

<p id="demo"></p>244

245

<script>246

247

let text = "";248

for (let i = 3; i <= 5; i++) {249

text += i + "<br>";250

}251

252

document.getElementById("demo").innerHTML = text;253

</script>254

255

</body>256

</html>257258

2.2 Comparison Amongst Different FPLs259

This subsection summarizes the different programming languages according to semantic260

structure and syntax complexity. These two metrics are discussed and used to help261

distinguish the major difference among different FPLs. The relationships are summarized262

in Figure 2. The syntax complexity and semantic structure can be ranged from “easy” to263

“difficult”.264

Figure 2: General Matrix. This is the relationship matrix of different FPLs compared
in this report.

3 Conclusion265

This report surveys the evolution of the past 50 years of development of computer266

programming languages. The report summarizes each generation of FPL and covered267
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eight important computer programming languages. The report further investigates the268

benefits and drawbacks of each programming language and a summary table is provided269

in the report to present the relationship between semantic structure and syntax complexity270

for each language.271
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